H4	MIND   AND   THE   EARTH
and revenge may disturb sleep. The moon is a disturber of
sleep; also it is the haven of departed souls; for in dreams
of the night the dead return again and phantoms of the past
appear to anxious, sleepless men. Thus the moon also means
madness (lunacy). It is such experiences as these that
become deeply rooted in the mind, rather than the changing
image of the moon.
It is not storms, nor thunder and lightning, nor rain and
cloud that remain as images in the mind; but'the phantasies
caused by them, Once I experienced a very violent earth-
quake, and my first, immediate feeling was, that I no longer
stood on the solid and familiar earth, but on the skin of a
gigantic animal that was shuddering beneath me. It was
this imag$ that impressed itself on me, not the physical fact.
The curses of man against destroying thunderstorms, his
terror of the unchained elements—these affects humanize
-" the passion of nature, and the purely physical element becomes
an angry god.
v In a manner resembling the effects of his physical environ-
ment, the physiological conditions, the glandular urgencies—-
these also excite phantasies full of affect. Sexuality appears
as a god of fertility, as a fiercely sensual, feminine daemon,
as the devil himself with Dioriysian goat's legs and obscene
gestures, or as a terrifying, constricting serpent.
Hunger makes food into gods, Certain tribes of Mexican
Indians even give annual holidays to these food-gods in order
to allow them to recuperate, during which the usual food is
not eaten for a given period of time. The ancient pharaohs
were honoured as eaters of gods. Osiris is the wheat, the
son of the earth, and therefore the host had to consist of
wheat-meal, i.e. a god to be eaten; thus also, Jacchos, the
mysterious god of the Eleusinian mysteries. The steer of
Mithra is the edible fruitfulness of earth,
Naturally the psychological conditions of the environment
leave similar mythical traces. Dangerous situations, whether
bodily dangers or menaces to the mind, arouse affect-

